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‘Nicole spoke at a Cancer Council Queensland Fundraiser over the                
weekend. She presented professionally, kept the audience super engaged, 
and had an amazing stage presence. It was an honour and privilege to work 

with Nicole at the event. I’d highly recommend her as a speaker,                       
communicator and educator for any event’. 

 
Mark Timmins, MC, QLD Cancer Council Event 
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‘Nicole recently spoke at our Servcorp Community Meets networking 
event here in Westpac House Adelaide. Nicole delivered a clear                   

message about the importance and strategies around digital marketing 
with confidence and passion. Nicole is a great facilitator of audience             

engagement and we would recommend her as a solutions provider and/
or guest speaker at any event’. 

 
Danielle Molenaar, Servcorp Adelaide 

Nic Henry Jones is a purpose-driven creative, an Entrepreneur, 

Business Strategist and Thought Leader, Educator and Author   

passionate about ‘unlocking potential’.  Her 8 years experience in 

running a Marketing Company and working with hundreds of brands 

and individuals and presenting at over 100 Business & Personal  

Development events across a number of Industries, positions her 

with a unique understanding and insight into what is required to 

‘unlock potential’ on a number of levels. 

Nic is a confident, engaging, vibrant, knowledgeable and interactive 

speaker who has presented at Conferences, Workshops,                        

Masterclasses,  Webinars,  Cancer Council Fundraisers, and                   

personal development events.  She is regularly called on to present 

to the key players in Industries, and by local Councils to train their 

business owners.  Her keynotes and presentations are created and 

tailored for the audience, type of event, and conference or workshop 

theme.  

She has a unique way of presenting and engaging the crowd and 

her presentations are always succinct, full of well thought out and 

impactful content.  Attendees walk away empowered, inspired, and 

ready to take action. 
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‘I walked away from your Social Media for Business Workshop, and barely 
slept all weekend!  I went and re-branded and decided to change direction, 

and its been so good.  I’ve been so pumped ever since.’  
 

Business Owner 

BUSINESS TOPICS 

• Digital Marketing  
• Marketing Strategy & Creative              

Planning  
• Social Media 
• E-Marketing Communications 
• Creative Business Development  
• Business + Life Balance 
• Mumpreneur Topics 
• Entrepreneur Topics 
• Business Startups  
• Business Development Days 
• Personal Development for Business 

Owners  
• Collaboration 
• Smart Business/Evolving Business 
• Christian Entrepreneurs 

PERSONAL                                   

DEVELOPMENT TOPICS 

• Business + Lifestyle balance 
• Finding your Thrive in Life +                 

Business 
• Purpose Driven Careers 
• Intentional Living + Business 
• Mindset + Success Concepts 
• Business + Life Balance 
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‘Thanks for a great presentation today at Victor Harbor – got a lot out of it; you have lots of 

knowledge and have a great, enthusiastic presentation style!’ 

‘Hey Nic, Great session last night. Definitely learnt a lot I can implement with my business’.  

‘Thank you so much for your fantastic info on ‘Facebook’ marketing!  I am certainly going to use 

my Facebook page so much more now and hopefully get as many ‘likes’ as you!! Well done!’ 

‘The Business outside the Box event was fantastic. I learnt so much from the workshop. It was 

practical, informative and easy to understand, and I walked away inspired to try new things to 

help get my business outside the box. Presenters were great and it was also really good to                 

network with other like minded business people. Overall a fantastic event.’  

‘Hi there Nic, just a quick note to say thanks again for a great session today. Your energy,                     

professionalism, knowledge and skills have reminded me of why I’m in this game, and re-inspired 

me to follow a business path I have been dreaming of for quite some time now.’  

‘Great workshop as always.  Lots of great information. Thanks for coming up and giving us our 

Business mojo back!’ 

... 
Nic Henry Jones 
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